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program does not solve all your problems immediately, it is a foundation
to build upon. It at least provides hope for the future. We have to
bring the fleet back into being an advocate for the resource rather than
goiag to the management council and. saying, "Hey, the easiest way out of
this is gust increase the quota." Deficit harvesting doesn't work, !ust
as deficit spending doesn't work in the nation's capital.

Robert Jacobsoa, Moderator

Our next speaker, Kevin O' Leary, has been one of the leaders amoag Kodiak
area halibut fishermen who have lobbied agaiast effort limitations in the
North pacific halibut fishery. He is the current owner of a 58-foot
vessel, the SUN RUNNER, one of those combination vessels that fish king
crab, tanner crab, and halibut, and tender salmoa during the summer, and
he is currently rigging for black cod. He is a member of the United
Fishermen's Marketing Association of Kodiak and is currently chairman of
the Alaska Coastal Communities Alliance, a group which he helped form,
among other things, to 1obby against further limited entry in Alaska's
commercial fisheries.

A Halibut Longliner's View of Limited Entry
Kevin O' Leary, halibut loagliaer
Kodiak, Alaska

I have some very strong feeliags about these issues � as many of us
in Kodiak do. Kodiak has been considered one of the staunchest advocates
of open access fisheries. We are the fly in the ointment of most of the
halibut fishery limitation plans, so I would like to give you a little
background about our community.

Kodiak is oae of the leading ports nationally. We ranked fourth
nationa11y from 1980 to 1983 in dollar value of fish produced. In 1981,
we were the largest dollar value producer of fish products in the United
States. In halibut landings, we have been the leading port in Alaska at
least since 1980 and our share of the Alaska landings has increased
dramatically ia the last couple of years. As a result of this and af the
investment all of us ia Kodiak have in the fisheries industry, we have
taken a keen iaterest in fisheries management in geaeral and particularly
ia the halibut limited entry issue.

Aa important thing to remember about the Kodiak fisheries is that
we are an entry level community for fishermen. I will use myself as an
example. I was born aad raised on the East Coast of the United States
and had absolutely no knowledge of fishing aad no background in fishing



at all. I graduated from college and didn't have a specific idea of what
I wanted to do. I weat. to Alaska ten years ago to visit friends. While
there I found an opportunity aad an interest that has provided a
livelihood for me. Ia fact, I have developed to the point where I am a
classic American success story: I am a little more than $500,000 ia debt
and scrambling like hell to make payments.

Anyway, there are fellows like me and there are fellows like maay
of you down here, second and third generation fishermen who, because of
fluctuations in fishery abundance down here, occasionally come to Alaska
to fish. I know a number of you in this room who have left Oregon,
Washiagtoa, and California and have made permanent homes 1n Alaska.
Here's the point I want to make: one of the reasons for the overwhelming
disdain for limited access in Kodiak is that we all appreciate the
opportunity we have had to make a life for ourselves up there. We want
to see that opportunity perpetuated ia such a way that our children can
participate in the fisheries in the future. We see limited access as a
managemeat tool that will put such a great dollar value on permits and
add to the capitalization of the fishery that fewer people will be able
to participate from a ground floor level.

We also have some practical bus1ness reasoas to explain our
dislike of limited access fisheries. The most important is that the
ma5ority of the people who fish out of Kodiak are diversified fishermen.
The overwhelming maJority of ue have participated in multiple species
fisheries and we all have had experience in multiple gear types. For
example, I have fished shrimp, crab, halibut, herring, and salmon. I
participate ia all those fisheries with my vessel in order to make a
living. Each oae is an important part of how I derive my iacome and meet
my financial obligations. One of the problems we have with limited
access is that if we piecemeal limited access into these different
fisheries, we are going to force people who don't qualify for one fishery
to go into aaother fishery that they may not want to participate in or
may not make any money in.

think there are two reasons why we fish ia these different
fisheries. Oae is that we choose to fish in different fisheries at
different times of the year because of fluctuations in resource
supplies. This year I decided to fish black cod instead of tendering
herring as I have normally done because I see a potential financial
reward. If I had to buy a limited entry permit to fish black cod, I
might not be able to do that. In fact, I am in debt to the poiat aow
that if I had to buy a permit for every single fishery I wanted to
participate in I couldn't do it. I can't afford to buy a permit for
every fishery that I need to participate in � much less want to
participate in. What I want to participate in is what will sustain my
operation and will make myself and my family a decent living. The other
reason we participate in different fisheries is because of market
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fluctuations. A guy might decide to fish salmon in the summer instead of
halibut if he thinks he can earn more income from it. But if he had to
have that permit for every single fishery, his level of capitalization is
going to be such that he isn't going to be able to do it. You are not
going to be able to afford permits for all those different fisheries.
The permits we are looking at are going to be very expensive.

I recently read a paper by Dr. Wilson called "Economical
Management of Multi-Species Fisheries." He pointed out that we are
looking at a fairly constant biomass in the ocean of all different types
of species. FLuctuations occur withi~ the individual populations of that
biomass. We want to keep open access to a diversity of fisheries in
Kodiak so we can protect ourselves from a decline in abundance af
particular species. If a species goes into a decline, we need to switch
to alternative species to be able to make our living. For example, the
crab fishery and the ground fish fishery. The ground fish fishery
impacts crab population. I know that the director of the IPHC contends
there is no substantial scientific proof that halibut eat crab, but I
have seen quite a few tanner crab in the bellies of halibut. Now I am
not advocating slaughtering all the halibut in the ocean. But the fact
is that I need to participate in that halibut fishery right now because
the biomass in the ground fisheries around Kodiak is at an almost
all-time high.

I need that ability to move from a depleted fishery right now,
which is the crab fishery, into that more abundant fishery. We need the
flexibility in management in order to do this. We need to adjust to
these biological circumstances. We also need. to be able to adjust our
operations to these circumstances in order to make our living.

I view limited entry as an economic and not a biological
management tool. I think that is what has been stated already by most of
the people here. It can alleviate some adverse biological impact. It is
one tool that can be used, but there are other tools available. And
there are other tools available that don't cause the kind of economic and
social dislocation that the implementation of limited entry will have on
the people who are participating in the fisheries right now.

I would like to use salmon as an example. And unlike Bruce
Wallace's experience in Southeast, I contend that the salmon fishery in
Kodiak has prospered, at least from a biological point of view, in spite
af limited entry, not because of limited entry. Today we have a greater
level of capitalization in the Kodiak salmon fishery than we have ever
had before. We have a level of participation, which is different than
capitalization, at least equal to the biggest yea» of paxticipation that
we have ever had in the fishery, and there are some very fundamental
xeasons why this is so. Once a fellow goes out and buys the permit, he
has to compete within the fishery with other fishermen for the product.
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In order to !ustify buying that permit and fishing it, he turns around
and buys a more efficient boat so that he can meet his obligations in
buying that permit. Once he has that investment in the permit, he has to
fish it year in and year out.

Prior to limited entry, there were fishermen in Kodiak who didn' t
bother fishing their boats in the summertime if it wasn't going to be a
good year. They gust never bothered putting their boats back in the
water and going fishing. Now that we have limited entry in the Kodiak
salmon fishery, we have boats out there that have state-of-the-art
equipment and they' re fighting tooth and nail with each other for the
resource. The level of capitalization has increased dramatically as a
result. The debt burden those fishermen are carrying has increased gust
aa dramatically as a result. So limited entry hasn't reduced
participation in the Kodiak salmon fishery and it hasn't reduced
capitalization either. If anything, it has increased capitalization and
it has increased the average yearly participation in the fishery.

From a biological point of view, the salmon resource in Kodiak is
healthy today for several reasons. The most important reason is that we
have had favorable environmental conditions for production of salmon for
the last ten years. I,imited entry had nothing to do with the good
weather. This morning a gentleman said that limited entry saved his
fishery in Bristol Bay. I would disagree with that. What saved the
fishery in Bristol Bay was stopping the foreigners from intercepting our
fish within our own waters. That is what made the big difference in the
fishery in Bristol Bay, not the limits on participation. The fact of the
matter is that Bristol Bay has an awful lot of people participating in
the fishery today. I don't know what it is relative to the last year
before limited entry, but I suspect that the level of participation in
Bristol Bay today is as great or greater on a year in and year out basis
than it was prior to limited entry.

The final point about the health of the Alaska salmon fishery
today is that we have had a dramatic increase in the quality and quantity
of scientific information available to the management people. The key to
healthy fisheries is sound scientific management, and that scientific
management and those sound policies can be achieved without a limited
entry program. In fact, the most important thing we can do to conserve
our resources is to develop sound management from a scientific point of
view.

The government today has limited resources. There is no limited
entry system that is going to operate without a substantial bureaucracy
and substantial costs. I have heard some limited entry schemes proposed
that would generate revenue to be earmarked for scientific research and
administering the limited entry program. But the North Pacific Council's



legal counsel pointed out that all monies have to go into the National
Treasury and it takes a specific act of Congress to get that money
directed back to the fisheries. So how realistic ie it to expect they
will get the monies from a license limitation scheme back into the
fisheriest What might happen is that money that would have gone to good
biological research and management will go instead to administer limited
entry programs.

The basic question is can. traditional management meet the needs of
the fieheryP I believe a ma]ority of us in Kodiak think it can and it
can do eo at much less social cost aad much less dislocation for the
people who are involved in the fisheries today. We have seen what the
IPHC has done with management of the halibut fishery in the last 15 years
gust from the biological perspective. We are looking at a rebuilding of
stocks ia the halibut fishery that is very substantial today. We are
looking at a very healthy fishery in spite of the fact that, when the
subject of limited entry first came up at the North Pacific Council, it
was being sold uader the guise of being necessary to protect the
resource. Well, we don't have a d.epleted halibut fishery. We have a
very healthy fishery. Even with the greater level of participation in
the halibut fishery the last couple of years, the IPHC generally has been
able to stay within its guidelines by instituting shorter opeainge. Aad
with the spacing of the openings, we have also been able to meet the
criteria of providiag fresh halibut to the market. I would also point
out that while fishermea are aow moving into this fishery, it doesn' t
necessarily mean they will be there forever. Multiepecies fishermen,
fishermen who have diverse operations, move in and out of fisheries as
they need to and ae the economics dictate their situation. We have a
high level of participation in the halibut fishery today because people
can make money halibut fishing.

The quality problems we had in Kodiak this past year were really a
result of that first seven day openiag when fantastic quantities of
product came to town all at once. With the shorter, more evenly spaced
openings, we have ensured that processors will be able to handle the
product when it hits town. The shorter openings also mean it's lese
likely that the fish will remain uncleaned for aa excessive amount of
time.

I would make oae point about working straight through these
4S-hour openings. No bones about it, my crew is going to be awake for 48
hours. That ie the way I was brought up in fishing. I fished for Ted
Painter on the back deck of a crab boat and wae awake a heck of a lot
longer than 48 hours aad lived through the experience. While I caa't eay
that I enjoyed it all the time, I wae very satisfied with the living I
made. That ie something a fisherman chooses to do. It ie something that
ie part of the way business is conducted in this fishery. I frankly
don't need somebody telling me how to run my operation. I am satisfied,
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the people vho work for me are satisfied with the way I rua my operation,
and I don't think it is the purview of the federal government to be
concerned with that aspect of the fisheries.

Finally, a fellow in the audience this morning said that limited
entry, as an economic managemeat tool, is a reaction to the general
overcapitalization of the fisheries. I don't want to be a hypocrite and
tell you we doa't have aa overcapitalization problem in the fisheries
today. We do. Bob Alverson is right when he says it's terrible to
consider that we are looking at maybe seven or eight days total in the
halibut fishery. I just fished a three-week tanner crab fishery.
Overcapitalization is a problem in the fisheries. What we ought to ask
is how these boats got into the fisheries and how we can reduce the level
of new vessels ia the fishery.

I wish one of the economists here could tell me vhat perceatage of
the vessels that entered the Pacific Northwest fisheries in the last five
years were built with capital construction fund money or with loan
guarantees from MOAA. I would suggest, particularly ia the crab fishery,
that the large vessels built ia the last five years have beea financed
with capital construction fund money and with the aid of some guaranteed
NOAA loans. It seems strange to me that one branch of the federal
government is helping to crank out new vessels while another branch is
saying fishermaa are the problem and some of them should be eliminated.
I thiak the government ought to review its policy with regard to the
capital construction fund and NOAA loans. I don't think David Stockman
wouLd be adverse to the elimination of that NOAA loan program. While it
wouldn't provide a quick solution, it certainly would help bring down the
level of capitalization over the long term. We have time to do it. We
still have some developing fisheries in Alaska, fisheries that people
from Oregon. can come and participate in, fisheries that Alaskans who were
displaced presently from the crab fisheries caa move into and still make
a Living.

I am not a beneficiary of government loans, which I suppose
explains why I am against government subsidies. It is difficult for me
to compete at the prime rate plus two with some guy who is getting a
subsidized loaa. But as long ae I have these other fisheries to move
into, as Lang as there is some future development, I can survive. But we
are rapidly coming to the point where we are Americanizing all those
fisheries and I would think that the fisherman today who waate to succeed
badly enough will succeed if he continues to move into developing
fisheries. But having the federal government help put more boats into
the fisheries at a time when another part of the federal government is
telling us to Limit the number of fishermen because we are
overcapitalized doesn't make any sense to me. The thing we need to
do � short of limited eatry � is to look at some of these subsidy programs
and see if we can make some chaages that will help to bring
capitalization in line with the resource over the next five to ten years.
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QUESTIONS FOR ALASKAN HALIBUT SPEAKERS

Alan Guimondt In reference to the years when the halibut catch went down
and the price went down, that doesn't make sense to me on a normal supply
and demand curve. How do you explain that7

Robert Alverson: Going into 1972, the industry was coming off a 30 to 40
year period when 50-70 million pounds of halibut were harvested
annually. We had a very consistent supply and established markets.
Between 1972 and 1974, the Halibut Commission dropped. the quota to U.S.
and Canadian fishermen from the 60-70 million pound level down to 21
million. The price shot up to 52.32 per pound and as high as 52.60 in
Seattle for vessels that brought the product down there to sell. I
believe it was 1980 that it collapsed. Essentially the 21 million pound
quota supplied the restaurant trade. With restaurants taking the entire
supply, halibut disappeared from the supermarket chains. So the price
went below what it should have been just to buy ourselves back into the
market. Subsequently, we had a dramatic increase in volume, which has
helped keep the prices down also. So it has been a combination of
factors through about a 10-year period.

Jim Branson: Just for numbers, it went down to 99 cents on an average in

Al Guimond: What was the quantity7

Jim Branson: It was 17.5 million pounds in 1979 down to 14.2 million in
1980, when the price dropped also.

Ted Painter, Kodiak halibut fisherman and crabber: Since 1963, we' ve
derived 95 percent of our income from crab, but for the last two years
there hasn't been a season on king crab in Kodiak. In addition, our
seasons on tanner crab have dropped dramatically. So we switched to
halibut last year and derived 50 percent of our income from that
fishery. If halibut limited entry had been instituted in 1984, it would
have eliminated approximately 70 percent of the Alaska residents now
engaged in that fishery. Ironically, 70 percent of the Alaskan halibut,
five years down the road, would be caught by non-residents. I ask you,
how could I, as a commercial fisherman, possibly want limited entry7

Robert Alverson: In regards to whether non-Alaskans got involved in the
halibut fishery, you ought to look around where you are sitting. You are
in Newport. Halibut is a U.S. resource, not an Alaskan resource. We are
all U.S. citizens, not Alaskan citizens, when it comes to a national
resource beyond three miles. The rationale for limited entry was not an
inside or outside issue. It was supported by people in Homer, people in
Petersburg, and people in Southeast, as well as people in Seattle. And
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it was supported by a 9 to 2 vote by the Council and you can't have a 9
to 2 Council vote unless you have a majority of the Alaskan residents on
that council votiag for it.

Ted Painter: The only thing I have to say to that is that originally
what was being proposed was to go back five years and make a cutoff
date. But ia the last five years, a good share of Alaska residents have
jumped iato the halibut fishery to make up for declines ia their
traditional fisheries. It would indeed. have been ironic if limited. entry
had. excluded us from a fishery that is currently helping us pay the bills.

Carl Finle , salmon troller, New ort: Rarlier this morning I was talking
to someone who told me the first black cod area closure in Aiaska will
take place around the end of this month [%arch 1985]. Now this looks
like a pattern . I think, Bob, your people have found a home in black
cod after being pushed out of halibut by everybody else. Can you comment
on the situation?

Robert Alverson: I think Kevin may have as much comment oa this question
since he has a mortgage on a vessel and vill be participating in the
fishery. But our fleet sees the same scenario developing in black cod as
we had in halibut. There are going to be some very good prices � just
like we had the 52.15 price for halibut. It is going to attract
everybody and his brother and I see a series of very short, intense
seasons two or three years down the road. Now if that is the box the
fishermen want to fish in, I can support that. The majority of our
orgaaization is very fearful of that situation occurring again aad is
trying to work within the system to do something about it. But I don' t
know if the system can respond quickly enough to alleviate the problem.

about it. However, competitioa is the nature of the game I am ia. If I
don't want to compete, I will get out. I don't think we need to
guarantee anybody a certain amount of money or a certain amount of
fishing time. If the people in Bob's organization don't like the nature
of the fishery today, nobody is preventing them from putting their boats
up for sale and getting out. Myself, I will live with it. I also think
other events will ameliorate the situation. I think you will see a
comeback ia some of the crab resources. You will see people moving back
into those fisheries and out of some of the others. This isn't a static
thing. We go through cyclic period.s with differeat resources and it just
so happeas that this particular resource is the one getting all the
attention today. We could see a decline in the level of participatioa
with halibut aad black cod in the future and those people who choose to
stay in them vill be able to go back to their longer fisheries. But at
the present time, it's a questioa of what is equitable for all the people
who put their livelihood on the line ln terms of capital investment. I
think it is much more inequitable to arbitrarily say that this guy is ia
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and that guy is out. Basically the way these things are going to be
decided will come down to who has the ear of the politician with the
power to enforce these things. Let me give you a little example of what
I mean. Ted Painter made the point that if the halibut moratorium had
gone through a few years ago, 70 percent of the Alaskans who are
presently participating in the halibut fishery wouldn't be able to
participate today. I don't know the exact numbers, but that is probably
close. I live in a town where the halibut resource and the ground fish
resource affect all the other fisheries. And to some degree that
resource has had an effect on the decline of the crab stock. So I feel I
have as much right to participate in all those other fisheries in the
Kodiak area. Bob's group has been almost exclusively halibut fishermen.
They have derived 90 percent of their income from the halibut fishery for
quite a number of years. Given their historical participation in the
halibut fishery in Alaska, they have every right in the world to take
part now. But is their longtime historical participation in that
particular fishery any more important than the time I have spent
developing a diversified operation in Kodiakt Who is going to make the
decisionF Who is going to say whether Kevin O' Leary goes or one of Bob
Alverson's boats staysP Those choices are extremely difficult and given
the present level of overcapitalization in the fisheries, I think we need
to look at some ways to discourage future capital investments. It is a
long term solution. At the same time, we should let those people who
are willing and able to compete today, compete and let the future take
care of itself.
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OPEN FORM

Unidentified uestioaer: This is for Bob Alverson. I have had. a halibut
permit for three or four seasons now. Last year I had planned to fish
halibut aot because I wanted to, but because I waated the option to fish
halibut down the line, so the proposed moratorium has forced me into a
fishery. I'd like your commeats on that.

Robert Alversoa: A lot of people weat into the halibut fishery on
speculation when there was talk about limited entry � as I indicated some
6,500 licenses. Many of our guys feel that's okay. They' re willing to
wait the guys out aad get the numbers back down to a workable level. 1
think in halibut we may have gone past the point of no return because the
system didn't work fast enough. A lot of people came into it under
speculation and began taking part of the resource thereby reducing the
take for those fishermen already ia the fishery. Under any system, those
people are probably going to be included in limited entry programs. So I
think maybe we have gone too far in halibut and it's time now to let some
of the market forces push some people out, just play the hard game that a
number of other people want to play.

Uaidentified uestioner: My point is that you are of necessity going to
have people like me getting into the fishery because we want the option,
not because we want to fish it. We just want the option.

klan Rolfe Ne ort, Ore on, dra er: Several speakers talked about
letting market forces prevail. I think the halibut experience shows the
fallacy of that. Twenty years ago, if I understand it, something like 40
million pouads of halibut were delivered at a price somewhere between
30-36 cents per pound. Last year we had approximately 40-50 million
pounds delivered aad the price was 75 cents a pound. Now if you correct
for real dollar values, last year's price was actually less money than
It was 20 years ago. Yet you have on the order of 10 times as many
people ia the fishery. Now you would think that if the price is falling
over a 20-year period and the cost of operation is going up and real
dollar value down, your effort will be reduced. But obviously we see it
is not reduced. There are evidently other factors in the business that
account for the 10-fold increase in participation. Given the experience
in the halibut industry and perhaps our West Coast trawl industry, it is
my view that we need some sort of limited entry scheme. Now frankly I
have a lot of problems with the schemes that have been in place, but it
seems to me that looking at the experience of the halibut Industry we
need to give limited entry some consideration.

because of the level of capitalIzation generally in the fisheries. We
haven't built any level of capitalizatioa in the halibut fishery. The
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capital that has gone iato the halibut fIshery wasn't specifically for
halibut boats. We haven't built any new halibut boats or had a great
Influx of halibut-specific boats ia the last few years. What we have
seen is an overall high level of capitalization in the fisheries In
general and the capitalization ia halibut has Involved boats that didn' t
have anywhere else to go. They were more or less forced in because of
the situation of the fisheries. So the reasoa you are seeing boats going
iato a fishery when, in fact, the level of profit seems to be d.eclining
in real dollar value, Is because those boats at this time doa't have
anywhere else to go and they have got to do something.

Alan Rolfe: I just want to respond quickly. The drag and halibut
fisheries could be called sponge fisheries. When other fisheries become
aegatively impacted, those fishermen enter these two fisheries. But if
market forces aren't prevailing and making corrections in these
Industries, then there needs to be some other mechanism. Let me make one
other point. Several speakers have equated commercial fishing with other
businesses. But the fisherman is not a farmer. He doesn't own a piece
of land. And he doesn't owa a store. All he has is, let'8 say, certaIn
proprietory information that may give a particular advantage in the
fisheries. But even that is compromised to some extent by Exteasion
ageats who essentially want to spread the technology as wide as
possible. So the fisherman really doesn.'t have anything he really owns
unless you give him a commodity, which is his permit.

Scott Harrin ton, Extension a ent Ualversit of Washin ton Sea Grant:
In answer to the previous gentleman's statement, your store or business
is your boat and the thing that makes your boat different from any other
business on the block is that you are the entrepreneur. If you have four
burger shops on the same block, oae of them is going to survive, the
other three are going to fail. The same is true with boats. If all the
fisheries are healthy, aone of us has to look to catching other kinds of
fish. But when some fisheries become impacted, people start looking to
where they can make a dollar.

S Ike Jones log liner, Kodiak Alaska: The fisheries in Australia seem
to be a little different than the ones I am familiar with here In that
they are aot cyclic. How do you think that affects the success of
limited entry in Australia?

Colin Grant: Every fishery ia the worM is cyclic. What I was saying
this morning with respect to the shrimp fishery is that regardless of
what the cyclic abundance is, you take the lot. The point is that all
fisheries are cyclic to oae extent or another. The cyclic nature is
ironed out to a certain extent by the management, but the availability of
the resource does cycle up and down.
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overcapitalization. In your presentation this morning, you said that
limited entry hasn't stopped overcapitalization in your country.

Colin Grant: That's right, it hasn't stopped overcapitalization. What
it has done is confined it to a smaller group of people. And, in a
sense, that has controlled the amount of capital in absolute terms going
into a fishery. In other words, 3,000 people can put a lot more capital
into a fishery than 300. But it doesn't stop overcapitalization per se.

imposed before the fisheries became overcapitalized, except for one or
two?

"olin Grant: I would say that all of them were at a stage of
overcapitalization except one or two. There is no need to impose limited
entry generally until the overcapitalized. situation has developed. How
do you judge when you have an overcapitalized situation? That is a
question I can't answer, but everybody knows when. a fishery is
overcapitalized. It is not an easy point to judge.

Spike Jones: I see what you are saying. Have you had to exclude
fishermen from many of your fisheries through the limited entry programs?

Colin Grant: Only on the basis of the three criteria we usually develop
as the entry criteria. And they are fairly liberal criteria. If people
can't meet those, and those criteria are developed by industry, then
people are out. Xf they are then out, they have a second bite of cherry
by going before an appeals tribunal. After that, it is absolute that
they are out. Then, of course, if they want to they can buy in from
somebody who did get in under the basis of those criteria.

fisher~en. The economists I have talked to at council meetings say that
a workable number would be more like 500. Politically I don't see how it
is possible to implement limited entry in our country and yet we hear a
lot of argument in favor of it. I think we are barking up the wrong
tree. I think we are going to have to look elsewhere, at least in these
situations.

Colin Grant: Okay, I don' t: know enough about your fisheries to comment,
but let me say this. I think you are automatically assuming that limited
entry will limit some of the 4,500 excess aver the 500 number that you
think viable. I see no reason why, for example, you can't limit in all
the excess capacity that is there now. Let everybody who is in now stay
in. And then structure some scheme such as buyback to remove some of
it. I think some people have the idea that limited entry automatically
means you are going to chop half the people out. That is not the way we
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have done it in Australia. I mean, we should have stopped it before
twice as many people got in, but we didn' t.

limited entry one fishery at a time7 I see a lot of problems with that.

Colin Grant: We have done it both ways. In March 1984, the State of
Western Australia put in a limited entry plan across the board. h1o more
entering into any fishery in the State of Western Australia. Done,
finished, all stop. We have done it in. the federal government
sequentially. We have ended up with what we call sink fisheries. That
is, all the capacity that can't go into one fishery flips over to the
next one. It becomes limited entry and the excess keeps flipping over
un.til you get to the last one. And we have got one fishery where we have
some problems. I don't think you are going to be able to do it in any
other way but sequen.tially. When you have got one good one, one
successful one, people outside will see the benefits and they will start
to seek it for their own fishery. But I think you should probably just
try it once and one thing will lead to another.

idea that Extension agents have given away proprietary information. I
have worked inside and outside of the system. I was an innovator inside
the system. I can recall when I introduced the Atlantic western trawl to
this coast because a fishermen asked if there was a better combination
net. And that fisherman did very well; in fact, he creamed the rest of
the fleet. 4 deputation of 20 fishermen showed up at ODFRW and at OSU
demanding the net be outlawed and that I be fired. How do you respond to
a fisherman's requestP The Extension agents are innovators, they are
catalysts. They come out with information on equipment, on safety, on
refrigeration, on law, on finance. They organize workshops like this. I
am very familiar with the Extension Service here and in Alaska. Those
are the two government programs next to the Library of Congress I don' t
want to see cut because of the benefits they pay. I really thi~k you
should reconsider that remark. I am not aware of any proprietary
information being given away.

Alan Rolph: There was a time when the Gulf Coast shrimp fishery was
dominated by the Cajuns of south Louisiana. There was a form of limited
entry in that the knowledge they had of the shrimping grounds was
clannishly protected and the effort was pretty well matched with the
resource. Then at someone's request, Texas mapped all the cut-off oil
platforms, heads, and drillings � in other words, they created a hang
chart. The chart, which contained information that had been jealously
guarded, was distributed throughout the Gulf fishing industry and was a
major factor in the overcapitalization that occurred in. the following six
to eight years. That's what I was talking about when I referred to
giving out proprietary information.
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Fred Yeck dra er, Ne ort Ore on: I don't agree with the analogy made
by the Washington Extension agent who compared managing a store to
skippering a fishing boat. The difference betwee~ managing a store and a
boat is that the boat manager is seeking to harvest a natural resource
that someone else is telling him how, when, and where to catch. I think
there is a very distinct difference. Ve have to recognize that we do
have choices as an industry or as government in managing the industry.
For instance, with groundfish we have a program where boats get to go out
once every two weeks for 60,000 pounds. In August or September they will
be going out once every two weeks for 10,000 pounds. I am not
necessarily in favor of the proposal that puts groundfish on limited
entry, but I think something needs to be done which is different than we
are doing. Also, I think we have to deal with an issue, we have to deal
with it realistically and based on actual facts. The statement we are
hearing over and over again today is that limited entry is strictly an
economic tool for management. I think that limited entry also can be
used as a biological tool. As most of us know, there is a tremendous
bycatch problem in the groundfish fishery. The fact that you can onLy
bring in 10,000 pounds is fine, but if you are fishing sole you are
releasing 20 to 30 percent dead which go to the bottom. So if there are
100 boats fishing, you have way more biological kill than you do if there
are only 50 boats. My concern about limited entry is that most boats
that survive in the West Coast fishing industry have done so as a result
of their ability to move between fisheries. Something that might be
considered would be a coast wide moratorium which would stretch from

Mexico to Alaska and would. allow boats to go freely within fisheries in
this area. This would take into account the diversification requirements
that have been noted, and on a long term basis it probably would return
most fisheries to a reasonably healthy status. This would mean that you
could participate in whatever fishery you wanted, but it would restrict
the entrance of new boats or boats from outside the geographical area.

Bob Schonin senior olic advisor, National Marine Fisheries Service:
 To Colin Grant! In the 22 years that you have had limited entry in
Australia, roughly how many vessels have you taken out of any of the
fisheries? I recognize you froze the ones that were already there, but I
am interested in knowing how many you have actually taken out. A second
question: of the nine or ten fisheries under limited entry, how many of
them have overcapitalization as you described it and of what magnitude is
that overcapitalization?

Colin Grant: In reply to your first question, we have only just
implemented a buyback scheme in Australia. It is a very new technique.
Is it working? We will have to wait and see, but it is in place. The
problem of overcapitalization within the fishery has become a horrendous
problem only recently. 4ustralia only produces about 150,000 tons of
fish. Biological and chemical reasons associated with the productivity
of the seas around Australia account for that. We are therefore a very
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small fishing nation. But 150,000 tons translates into half a billion
dollars of production, all of which is basically exported, a lot of it to
the United States. There are only 9,000 fishing vessels and 18,000
fishermen in Australia. So the scale of things is much smaller than the
problems and the size of the industry that you have here. Nonetheless,
80 is the population of Australia. So the relativities of the problems,
the size of the country to the size of the fishery, I would say, are in
reasonable proportion to the scale of the situation you have here. For
example, you catch 3-1/2 million tons of fish product in the United
States; we catch 1/25th of that. So the answer to the question is not so
easy to give in black and white figures. But if we have one dollar of
overcapitalization, it is probably equal to 415 of yours because there is
about 15 times the population in America and your fisheries are about 25
times the size. But certainly we have had horrendous overcapitalization
situations. Let me give you one example. We instituted limited. entry in
our east coast prawn fishery last year. There are 2,000 vessels in that
fishery. For the last 12 months, 1200 of them have been. tied up. They
are still tied up, but they are now in limited entry. We estimate that
the fishery is probably viable for about 500. So we have four times the
number of vessels there than we really think is viable. Now that we have
limited entry, we are going to try to bring that fishery back to some
degree of viability. I want to make a point here. I have heard. a number
of people say that Limited entry is there to make people rich. It is not
there to make individual people rich in our context; it is to make the
return to capital the greatest possible value to the nation of Australia,
which is the owner of the resource. The people who are fishing it are
the custodians of that resource. The custodianship is bestowed upon them
by their entrepreneurial involvement in the very first place.

Alan Quimond:  To Colin. Grant! I am trying to figure out how you get to
an overcapitalized position if you put in limited entry at the right
time. Did you put in limited entry and buyback at the same time?

Colin Grant: Oh no, it is easy to get overcapitalization in limited
entry. Ten years ago 300 vessels, under the criteria that we developed,
got into the fishery. They were 60-meter wooden vessels. Now they build
steel vessels and they put echo sounders and kozt nozzles on them. And
this is money putting extra capacity, extra ability to fish, into the
fishery on the very same 300 boats.

Alan Guimond: That's because you don't have restrictions on the vessels.

Colin Grant: We had some restrictions, fust like you have 5S-foot
seiners that are 30 feet broad. We had a limit on the length of the
vessel. But they started to build fat vessels. They started to put kort
nozzles on; they started to be able pull bigger nets. They put radar and
echo sounders on. That is excess fishing capacity, it's overfishing
capacity, which is overcapitalization.
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Alan Guimond: The actual overcapitalization now results in 200 vessels
doing what 300 used to do, but it is 200 different kind of vessels.

Colin Grant: Essentially, yes.

John Williams: I suppose if you have to divide people on one side of the
fence ar the other, I'm an advocate af limited entry. But I can
understand a lot of the confusion as to why limited entry doesn't sound
good to those of you who are opposed to it. Limited entry, as Colin
said, does not stop overcapitalizatian. Limited entry can create
overcapitalization--probably more quickly than an unlimited fishery in a
lot of circumstances. In the case of the Alaska salmon fisheries, as
soon as you put a limit on the number of participants and you have market
conditions that turned around and created profits in conjunction with the
federal government policies, you try to hide those profits--i.e., put
them back into steel and fiberglass. You created an opportunity which
very quickly accelerated the catching power and the effort in the fleet.
The difference between. an open access and a limited fishery is that at
least you have the opportunity to do something about it in the limited
entry one. Any cure to that kind of situation is going to require some
kind af sacrifice. To ask a fisherman to sacrifice today for something
better down the line is very difficult if a new entrant at some point
down the line can take advantage of the sacrifices that these people make
today. I don't think there ia any cure in a licensing scheme for the
overcapitalization problem. There is in the individual fisherman' s
quota, but not in the licensing scheme. But just because it doesn' t
prevent overcapitalization, it doesn't defeat it as a management tool.

Robert Alverson: In reply to the comment that limited entry may not fit
in with our capitalistic system, I'd like to point out that the
capitalistic system does not work all that well for the boat owner in an
open fishery. For example, this sheet of propaganda I faun% in my
speaker 8 packet says, "Although it is impossible to get figures from the
lending institutions involved, several sources have estimated that 20 � 30
percent of the fleet has either defaulted on. loans or faces
repossession." This is referring to the West Coast ground fishery. Mow
if you have a Joe Easley or a Barry Fisher or a Fred Yeck out there--that
is, successful, competent skippers wha out compete this guy on the
horizon so he goes broke and gets repossessed. Uo they sit back and say,
"Oh good, we have only 431 mare to go." No, it doesn't work that way.
In an open fishery, the marshal takes possession of the boat and he sells
it ta, let's say, Jim Branson. So the same number of boats are still in
the system. And the managers of the Pacific Council add. up the boats and
say, "God, we still have over 400 boats and your trip limits are going to
be the same." So the guy who is most efficient out there could be
contributing to a fleet of vessels coming in that sell for one-third of
their original costs.
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~Joe Basis: First, Bob, 1st se tell you that those boats that Bo up for
auction are no bargain. I looked at a bunch of them this winter and
decided not to buy any of them. There was so much work to be done on
them that I would have had more money in them than if I had bought a
decent boat from a private fisherman. Just because you get in cheap
doesn't mean it's any good or that you are gaing to make money with it.

There are a couple things I would like to point out. First,
overcapitalization is a somewhat subjective term. That is, as Colin
pointed out, it's hard to determine when a fishery is overcapitalized.
We could all get from point A to point B in Foxd Escorts, but a lot of us
drive something else, Cadillacs or Ford Broncos or whatever. And that is
a personal choice, even if we have a lot more capital tied up than we
need far transportation. We could probably make the argument from a
national standpoint that we would be better off if we all x'ode buses and
didn't own cars. Second, I am disturbed by the use of the term
"efficiency" when it's used in reference to the ability to catch
product. The only efficiency that I am interested in is whether that
unit turns a profit. If it turns a profit, it is efficient. If it
doesn' t, it's not. Now I have a question for any of the speakers.
Salmon is perhaps one fishery that would be an appropriate candidate for
limited entry in the Pacific Northwest. But there is a large
recreational component in that fishery. We have talked about limiting
entry for commercial entities, but not for recreational fishing. How do
you control that political animal that has a lot more muscle than
commercial fishermen? If you are going to control just one part of the
fishery and let the other go, I think you ax'e kidding yourself. I would
like some opinions on that.

Bruce Wallace: Well, Joe, I tend to agxee with you. E,et me tell you
what Southeast Alaska is doing. We have a developing charter boat
industry. About two weeks ago we had a discussion with the charter boat
people in Sitka. They want some controls. I think the days of rampant
entry by sportfishing businesses are at an end. They see that they could
go ahead and push for a larger percentage, but at some point they would
spend more than they could buy. So in that regard. we have taken some
steps already to come to terms with the chax'ter industry in Southeast.
We are dealing with the sports industry as a whole, too. As E said
earlier, we tax ourselves 3 percent and use the money to develop
enhancement facilities. We have alread.y targeted as high as 27 percent
of our coho at one facility, which meant a seven-fold increase in the
sports availability ia one area for a 3-1/2 week period. We made sure
the sportfishing people understood that. So we are a1ready building
buffers. E think the difference is we learned a lesson that Washington,
Oregon, and California taught. I am not suxe that you can do it all over
Alaska. I am not sure you need to do it all over Alaska, but we are
already starting to work out that kind of component.
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James Crutchfield: Joe Kasley's point is well taken, but I would remind
you as a fellow Council member that the Oregon and Washington charter
boat operators and trollers developed their slidiag scale allocation
arrangement pretty much oa their owa. Both of them seem reasonably happy
with it. In effect, the division between the two fleets is pretty well
accomplished. Now how each group divides up its share of the catch
becomes a matter that, to some extent, is independeat of this sports
versus commercial thing. The second point I would like to make is this.
Something worries me a little. In a lot of the discussion, particularly
with respect to halibut, it seems to me that we are in danger of
confusing management of the fishery with screwing your competitor. If we
let that kind of coaflict interfere with good management of the resource
over time, then everybody's going to lose. It is aw'fully easy to use
conservation as an excuse for management measures that favor your state
over another state, or Lower 48 over Alaska or something of this sort.
Aad it is a real danger. Let's look at limited eatry not from a
standpoint of whether it helps one state or another but from the
standpoiat of the resource first. You can worry about the allocatioa
later.
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BANQUET KEYNOTE SPEAKER

Robert Schoning, senior policy advisor, National Marine Fisheries Service
Corvallis, Oregon

Today you heax'd Jim Branson refer to him as a man who invented
halibut. Harold Lokken has represented the United States in
international negotiations in most of the major fishing nations of the
world. Many of our bilateral agreements were better because he was
there, because he spoke up, and because he was listened to. He has had a
significant impact on halibut management for the past 50 years and has
been involved in the North Pacific Fishery Management Council activities
since its formation In 1976. Harold only recently completed eight years
on the North Pacific Fishery Management Council and is the only member
who never missed a single council meeting In that time. Harold's first
exposure to the fishing business was when he filled in for his brother at
the Fishing Vesse1 Owners' Association in Seattle in 1924. That is the
Seattle based longline fleet. He served them extremely well for 52 years
and all of that without a written contract, just a handshake and an
understanding. A handshake and an understanding are trademarks of Harold
that have stood him well all over the world. Harold is probably the most
respected elder statesman in the U.S. fishing Industry. 8e has earned
that because of his experience, knowledge, patience, understanding,
integrity, flexibility, xesponsiveness, and realistic caring attitude. I
am confident no one here has such a wealth of experience to call upon in
talking about the past as a basis fox projecting the futuxe of the U.S.
fishing industry.

The Past Is Prologue
Haro1d E. Lokken, director, Pacific Fisheries Foundation
Seattle, Washington

When I was first invited by Barry Fisher to speak at the dinner, I
was told that I should give my views on limited entx'y � particularly with
reference to the restricted meaning of the term as it is now being
debated in fishing circles. Then I was told by Bob Schoning that it
would be more appropriate if I were to talk not only about limited entry
but about what has occurred in past years and to predict what was likely
to take place in future years. This covers a lot of ground. I am not
sure that these two gentlemen realize what they were getting into. In my
experience, It is risky to ask an oldtimer to reminisce about the past.
You never know when he Is going to stop. Moreover, you are never sure
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what mischief will result. Usually a speaker is under a certain degree
of restraint, based. oa his need to protect himself and his ideas from
criticism that might lead to disfavor ia any public activity in which he
might later seek to eagage. I am under ao such restraint. I am not a
cand.idate for aay office, committee, group, or other board in which
public popularity is an essential ingredient. I tell myself from time to
time that the only constituents I have axe the fish themselves. I have
no feax of complaint from them as they are quite tolerant of all the
vie~a expxessed on all matters affecting them, both unfavorable as well
as favorable. How effective I am oa their behalf is another matter.
Nevertheless I welcome this opportunity to be candid. Candor, I think,
is an ingredient in short supply ia the fishing industry.

When I was asked to assign a title to my remarks, I chose "The
Past is Prologue" because it fits what I am going to say. I borrowed the
title from the Archives Building in Washington, D.C. The title may also
be found on a recent 20 cent stamp which is Trow in relative disuse as of
February 17, The theme is also appropriate, according to George
Santayana, an American poet and philosopher, who said that "those who
cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it." If you don' t
believe this, you might like the advice offered by Aeschylus, a Greek
dramatist, who in 458 B.C, � and I was aot there at the time � said "The
future you shall know when it has come. Before then, forget it." I
suspect that the truths lie somewhere among these views.

It is no doubt certain that people will react to events the same
in the future as they have in the past, but the events themselves will be
different. It is not haxd to talk about the past, but predicting the
future is hazardous to one's credibility. I was once asked by the editor
of Pacific Fisherman to write an article for the magazine's annual issue
giving my views on what was likely to happen in the halibut indust'ry
during the following year. As this was my first attempt at predicting, I
gave my all. Unfortunately, what happened bore little resemblance to
what I had predicted. After that, my predictions were guarded by the use
of expxessions such as "if conditions remain the same," "providing the
general economy remains strong," and such other escape mechanisms. You
may hear some of those this eveniag.

In the fishing industxy, there is no future for anyone who dares
to forecast coming events except those of extremely short term. I have
ao fear in this regard as my futux'e is behind me rather than ahead. If
one is right in his pxedictions initially, he will be coaeidered a genius
of some sort aad will be expected always to be accurate in the future.
If he is wrong, his intelligence will be questioned. In either case, he
is sure to wiad up in the latter situation given the vagaries of fishing
and the extreme number of variables that effect the industry.
Furthermore, a prediction in itself can set ia motion developments which
would prevent fulfillment of the prediction due to the mobility of the
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many segments that make up the fishing industry, and that includes
outside factors as well.

Another instruction I received from those who asked me to speak
tonight was "to tell it like it is." I interpret this to mean that they
want me to stick my neck out. There was no meation, however, of
protectioa in the event I stuck my neck out too far. I am miadful of
recent events in this area, namely the General Westmoreland-CBS
litigation and that involving the former Defense Minister of Israel and
Time Magazine. In circumstances like these, the use of the Fifth
Amendment is inappropriate. One possibility is that of seeking asylum in
the state of Oregon. It has an added attraction in that it might improve
my chances of being a winner in the Washington State lottery.

Prom my vantage point over the years, there has never been a dull
moment in fisheries. Where else could one have rubbed elbows with

characters with colorful nicknames like "Lobscos Charlie," " Blood Poison
Bill," "Cast Iron," "Squeaky Anderson," "Snailum Kid," "Long and Narrow,"
"Duke of Poulsbo," "Ling Cod John," and others not usually mentioned ia
mixed company. There is something going on at all times. The status quo
was counted in hours and days rather than by longer time intervals.
Forces are constantly at work to alter the status quo, The open access
nature of most of our fisheries makes for constant change. There is
continuous debate as to the benefit to the industry aad nation of open
access to our fisheries. I see no end to this debate, no matter what
happens. Debate is an essential ingredient in life in the fishing
industry. Without it, fishing would be dull.

During the past 60 years, developmeats in the North Pacific
fishing industry have been monumental. The millenium has not yet
arrived, but it' is being worked. on. Oa the international side,
developments include the halibut treaty with Canada, the sockeye and pink
salmon treaty with Canada, the international North Pacific Fisheries
treaty with Canada and Japan, many bilateral agreements with a host of
countries, and the pending general salmon treaty with Canada. On the
national side, we have seen the advent of the Pacific Marine Fisheries
Commission, the extension of 0.S. fisheries from 12 to 200 miles, and
many domestic acts, national in scope but materially affecting
fisheries. We' ve also had developments in the states themselves,
including limited entry, vessel size restrictions, area limitations and
so on � all of it too detailed aad too complex for further comment at this
time. And last but not least, the Boldt decision.

Each of the fishery management organizations serves a purpose, but
collectively they represent a maze. There are good arguments for
retaining the existing structures and. also valid reasons for changing
them. Most were set up to satisfy three ob!ectives. First, to provide
for conservation of natural resources. Second, to allocate harvesting
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among users of the resource. Third, and probably the most important, to
bring management as close as possible to those being managed by including
the participation of many of the users in the management process. This
leads to a certain measure of inefficiency, but this is the price one
must pay for user support. It is the better of two evils. The problem
here involves the need to appoint users with broad viewpoints to
management groups rather than individuals only who satisfy the needs of
those responsible for making the appoiatmeats in the political process.
I see no improvement in this process in the future in our form of
government and I am certainly aot advocating any change in the latter.
This is another case of being the lesser of two evils.

Let me comment from the standpoint of past and prologue on the
developments that I have outlined so far, taking these developmeats I
have just mentioned in chronological order.

First, of course, is the halibut treaty. It came into existence
because the fishermea of both Canada and the United States saw the need
to conserve the resource aad make the harvesting of halibut more humane
and more profitable. Before the advent of the treaty, fishermen could
take halibut 12 months out of the year. They saw the folly of operating
in the wintertime because fish could be taken more safely with less
effort in the spring, summer, and fall. The objective was also to
protect the resource during the winter when fishing would interfere with
spawning.

Originally it was thought that time closures would suffice to
protect the resource from depletion, but this concept was found to be
faulty when it became appareat that with an iacrease in effort, more
halibut could be taken in nine months than were taken before in 12. This
led in the early 1930's to the imposition of quotas � a coacept that has
continued to this day.

No discussion of the halibut industry aad resource would be
complete without paying tribute to the halibut fishermen of the 1920's
through the 1960's for their resourcefulness and their high degree of
social awareness, particularly their "do-it-yourself" philosophy. When
costs were deemed to be tao high, they established their own outfitting
stores, marine yards, and insurance cooperatives. Their greatest
accomplishment, however, involved the creation of an informal group of
boat owners aad fishermen from U.aska, British Columbia, and Washington
State. Included were represeatatives of large boats, small boats, ports
with large fleets, ports with small fleets, aad employees as well as
employers. It functioned without the direct support of either the
government of Canada or the United States, although both, through the
Halibut Commission, gave their blessing to the effort.
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The effort began in the depths of the Depression in the early
1930's when the price of halibut reached the rock bottom price of 4 cents
a pound for a medium fish and 2 cents a pound for large and small. It
was obvious to everyone at the time that something drastic had to be
done. The first measure adopted was the lay-up of seven days after each
trip in order to spread the season out. This was followed by longer
lay-ups and limits on the amount of fish which could be marketed by each
vessel in the fleet. During one period, the entire fleet was divided
into two groups. One group began fishing on the opening day of the
season and the other one seven days later. The order was reversed in the
following year in order to treat all vessels equalLy. Anti-trust was not
a problem at the time, although officials of the government must have
winced at the name Halibut Production Control Board, which was used in
Seattle at the institution. of the effort.

In 1937, further regimentation was tried with a system in Seattle
which spread the departure of vessels to the grounds by assigning a
departure date for each vessel. The idea, however, was abandoned after
one season as it involved what was regarded at that time as too much
control over individual effort.

What was remarkable in the relationships among the diverse
elements making up the Canadian and American fleet was a system of voting
devised for meetings of the group. This included meetings of the
Commission's conference board as well because both had the same general
makeup. Some ports and organizations sent one or two representatives
each while others sent as many as 25. It was obvious that a system had
to be worked out other than the one person, one vote concept. The
formula devised involved an evaluation of votes. If an issue were agreed
upon unanimously there was no need to evaluate votes. On the other hand,
if there was a split vote it became necessary to check whether or not the
vote actually carried. This was usually done by the chairman and
secretary. It involved consideration of the number of vessels and
fishermen behind each vote or group of votes, the nationality
involved � whether Canadian or American--and so on. You couldn't have the
American section outvote the Canadian and vice versa. There had to be a
proper mix of votes.

A system of voluntary regulation continued for more than 30
years. I repeat, it lasted on a voluntary basis for that length of time
until the character of the fleet changed with the influx of many
additional boats, primarily smaller vessels from other fisheries. With
necessary support eroding, the system was abandoned.

E.ooking back at the halibut fishery, one can only give management
mixed marks for success. Catches have been fluctuating. This is
nor~ally understandable. But when catches rise as they have during the
last several years, and with the fish now being take~ consisting largely
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of those that were on the grounds during the preceding period of
declining catches, one cannot help but be impressed by the ability of the
resource ta defy analysis and, secondly, by the inability of science to
measure with any degree af accuracy what is happening to fish stocks in
the ocean. Furthermore, when the resource that can be harvested with
greater return ta all over a six to nine month period is taken instead in
a matter of a week or more, something is wrong wi.th management.

I paint my finger at no one in particular. We are all at fault,
myself included. The shortness af the halibut season has forced the
diversion of hali.but and other boats into the black cod fishery. It is
easy to predict that the black cad season will suffer the same fate as
the halibut season. The future of halibut, despite its present
availability � and black cod as well � is nat bright. That may seem to be
a rather strong statement, but based on my experience over the years, in
good times and bad times, I can see trouble ahead.

When times get tough in the halibut fishery, fishermen move to
black cad, then they move into shrimp, then to salmon, then to crab, and
so on. I just wonder when we are going to run aut of fisheries to which
fishermen can go. It seems to me that as far as the future goes, if
things are tough in fishery I and 2 and 3 and 4 and 5, they are
eventually going to be tough in all of them. There wi.ll then be no place
for fishermen ta ga. And I don't believe you are going to find fisheries
in such canditi,on that you can jump from one to another and then come
back because it is much better. Unless we do something about it, they
are going to deteriorate to the point where everybody is going to have
the same problem. Yau simply are not going to be able to shift from one
fishery ta another.

The increased availability of halibut has brought a flow af new
participants into the industry. These are part-timers whose interests
are primarily based upon species other than halibut. This has dire
consequences for unified halibut management. When the trend of halibut
availabili.ty turns down, as it i.nevitably will, the agitati,an for
separating the American sector from that of Canada will become intense.
The existence of the present Halibut Commission will be threatened to
such an extent that it may not be able to survive. 5lhen unified
management of halibut over the range of this resource ends, the existence
of the resource itself will be in grave jeopardy.

I have dealt with the halibut fishery at length for two reasons.
It is the one with which I am thoroughly familiar, but of more importance
it is a fishery with a long history of regulation. It has had its ups
and downs, but it serves admirably as a case history of management for
other fisheries--both as to what should and should not be done.
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The second fisheries treaty negotiated with Canada was that
covering sockeye salmon. It became effective in 1930, but was revived in
1957 at the insistence of the Canadians to cover pink salmon as well as
sockeye. The treaty has been. remarkably successful, but now will be
replaced by somewhat similar arrangements as a part of the new
U.S.-Canada agreement on general salmon problems. This assumes, of
course, that the new agreement will be ratified by both Canada and the
United States, something I think is fairly well assured at the present
time. I will have more to say about this matter when I comment more
fully on the future of the new agreement with Canada.

The third fishery treaty with Canada, but including Japan as well,
is the International North Pacific Fishery Treaty, an. international
commission with the three countries as members. It is generally referred
to as INPFC. The treaty and the commission were effective in bringing
some measure of protection to the resources of the North Pacific. It
began by covering salmon, halibut, and herring, but herring was later
dropped when. the resource was deemed to no longer comply with the
criteria established by the treaty. The commission was instrumental in
bringing together the scientists of the three countries and providing a
forum for the resolution of problems before they became unmanageable.
The need for the organization diminished with the passage of the FCMA.

The future of INPFC depends on two factors. The first involves
the length of time it takes for domestic vessels and processors to
replace their foreign counterparts in the bottom fisheries of the Gulf of
Alaska and Bering Sea. Barry Fisher can tell us all about that. The
second is the extent to which the United States will allow some foreign
fishing inside our 200 mile zone in return for some measure of control of
foreign fishing for American and Canadian salmon outside of 200 miles.

As time goes by, the INFPC will become of lesser importance as a
part of U.S. fishery policy. Its mission, however, cauld be changed by
enlarging its membership to include other fishing countries in the
Pacific and by changing its function to correspond to that of the
International Commission for the Exploration of Seas in the North
Atlantic, otherwise referred to as ICES. A similar organization in the
Pacific should no doubt be referred to as PECKS. In any event, it seems
probable that ENPFC will continue in some form in the future as
organizations like that are difficult to terminate.

The organization does serve a purpose by providing an automatic
forum for the discussion of future problems. In the absence of an
organization like INPFC, convening a meeting of the three countries would
be difficult, particularly if any one of the countries were an unwilling
participant in any of the issues that might be brought up at the meeting.
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As for the many bilateral agreements with foreign countries, I see
the need for them diminishing as the fishermen of the United States take
over fishing now done by foreigners. This wi1% occur as inflation will
in time raise the incomes of our fishermen at a rate greater than the
cost of production, enabling them to operate profitably where in the past
they were unable to do so. The development will take place wit:h
considerable argument among domesti.c users for the right to participate
in fisheries which cannot accommodate everyone. The road ahead will be
rough. You will see a subtle form of limited entry, but it will not be
called that. An agreement on the proposed U.S.-Canada salmon treaty was
reached despite gloomy predictions that.. it could not be done. There was
a difference this time. The two countries put muscle into the
negotiations by the appointment of high level representatives in the
persons of Mitchell Sharp for Canada, and Edward Derwinsky for the United
States. The inference was always present that if the two delegations
could not reach agreement, the two government representatives would. The
political climate in both countries was also favorable. However, the
euphoria resulting from the agreement should be tempered by the
realization that the problems largely still remain. Only the form of
discussion will be changed and formalized. Enhancement of the stocks
involved in the agreement is still a question mark--both from the
standpoint of funding and from the feasibility of success on the scale
contemplated.

perennial problem still remains. That is funding and mounting
the research to provide substance to the discussions of the commission
and its panels. A special problem is the protection of the chinook
salmon resource which originates generally in southern streams, but is
largely harvested in the north. The availability of this species to
capture during feeding periods as well as in migratory stages makes the
chinook a special case. Extremely tough and controversial management
will be necessary if this grand animal is to be preserved for future
generations. The proposed new commission offers hope for the future
rational management of salmon common to the two countries. It is one
bright spot in the future of Pacific fisheries.

Within the United States, the first attempt at interstate
management of the Pacific was the establishment of the Pacific Marine
Fisheries Commission in 1947. It was designed originally to prevent the
federal government from taking jurisdiction over areas coveted by the
member states of the commission. PRFC operates quietly and serves a
function of providing a forum for discussion of problems among the member
states and problems between the states and the federal government. It is
likely to continue performing its present functions for the forseeable
future, although the Pacific and North Pacific councils have lightened
its load considerably.
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High on the rank of importance in fishery developments of the past
has been the exteasion of fisheries jurisdiction by the United States,
first to 12 and then to 200 miles, accompanied by the establishment of
the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act. These three
developments could nat have occurred when they did without the leadership
of former Senator Warren Magnusan. In my view, he was a giant in
formulating United States fishery policy.

In extending jurisdiction first to 12 miles, Maggie faced the
solid opposition of the tuna industry. Through legislative muscle and
know how, Senator Magnuson was able ta get the extension passed through
Congress and then secured for the President's approval. The extension
was based on a rather confusing decision some years earlier by the
International Law Commission. The decision stated that any nation had
the right to extend its jurisdiction to 12 miles, but that other nations
also have the right not to recognize any extension beyond the customary
three miles. The extension became law in 1966.

Then followed a period of relative calm for 10 years. During this
period, foreign fishing increased on both coasts and led to increased
agitation for a further extension of U.S. fisheries jurisdictioa similar
to extensioas proclaimed by South American countries. The agitation was
particularly strong in the New Fngland area. Mr. Guimond knows well what
I am talking about in that area in that regard. The agitation for
extension received a monumental boost when Senator Magnuson indicated he
was amenable to pushing Legislation through Congress if the industry
would show support for the extension. While the fishing industry was aot
unanimous in its support for 200 miles, there was sufficient approval,
particularly when the Sport Fishing Institute endorsed the idea. We all
urged the senator to proceed with the legislation. This was done in May
1973. Three years later, extension became a reality.

Legislation that was passed with fisheries extension represented a
compromise of the different views around the country of how the 200-mile
zone should be managed. Some wanted the jurisdiction to be vested in the
states, same favored the federal bureaucracy in Washington, while others
supported local autonomy ia the various regions of the country.
Unfortunately, what came out of the compromise divided jurisdiction to
such an extent that it was difficult to know who exercised it. Added to

this dilemma was the interminable number of required hearings and reviews
af aroposed management measures, a process that involved extensive
periods of time.

In assessing responsibility for this cumbersome system, I look
both east and west. People in Washington appropriately refer to it as
the central bureaucracy. That is a term they use themselves, aad it
reflects the apparent unwillingness to share authority with either the
regional directors of National Marine Fisheries Service or the regional
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councils. On the other hand, the council members themselves are often
unwilling to make the taugh decisions necessary to rationally manage the
resources in their jurisdictions. This passes the buck to Washington
instead of Leaving it in the region where it should be. Moreover,
minorities in the councils lobby the central bureaucracy ta overturn
majority actions of their councils. I can't be tao optimistic about the
future of the councils as full managers unless
there is considerable improvement both in Washington and the regions.

The two should work in harmony. There is a place for both. The
councils should not have complete autonomy. This would be disastrous for
proper management because council membership is eo transitory. It would
be devastating to minorities with minimal political clout. On the other
hand, Washington should use the expertise in the councils and intervene
only when council proposals are contrary to the national interest or are
unfairly discriroirratary to any part af the council's constituency.
Washington should make its views known to the councils through its
regional directors during the early stages of council deliberations on
matters which would lead to proposals of fishery restrictions of any
kind. The councils should be given in-season authority in certain
fisheries to manage on a day-to-day basis � after having the limits of
that authority agreed upon both in the region and in Washington.
Washington should decide on broad policy. The regions should then be
free to implement that policy and. any dispute on the policy should be
settled prior to its implementation. I would. expect this to take place
eventually as it makes sense.

No discussion of past years would be corrrplete without reference to
a number of minor developments. For example, we should watch the
continuing Law of the Sea negotiations. While the effects of these
negatiations so far have not been great, there is no guarantee that we
will continue to be unaffected. It is something we ought to continue to
monitor. Of greater importance to our fishermen are irritants such as
the Marine Mammal Act, the Paperwork Reduction Act, the Administrative
Procedures Act, the National Environmental Policy Act, and a number of
others. U.l of these were designed to cover what was perceived as a
national need, but as usual they automatically cover the fishing industry
as well. This is a mixed blessing. If the progress of a proposal you
like is impeded by these irritants, you curse them. On the other hand,
if you oppose a proposal, you trot out all the acts as a means of killing
the prapasal which you oppose for other reasons. I see little change in
the effects these acts will have on fishing. There are strong advocates
supporting them with much greater political muscle than can be mustered
by the fishing industry. We should assume some of the blame for their
existence through our use of them whenever it suits our purpose. Most
were designed to simplify procedures but actually have had the opposite
effect. Getting rid of them is going to be extremely difficult.
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On the domestic scene there has been. no development more
controversial or far-reaching in its effect on fishing than the Boldt
decision. So much has been said about it on all sides that I see no

point in. elaborating further at this time, except to say that I believe
many of the wounds that exist today will be hea1ed as all elements of the
controversy necessarily ad!ust to the conditions imposed by the decision.

Before I exhaust your patience I would like to comment briefly on
limited entry, particularly the form that seeks to eliminate a percentage
of boats and fishermen from their previous right to fish and fish at
will. In assessing limited entry general1y, I have come to the
conclusion that limited entry, where it is not already in place, is a
concept whose time has come and gone as far as U.S. fisheries are
concerned.

There was a time when limited entry was a viable concept. But
with the expansion of our fishing effort over the past ten years, and
particularly with the large increase in the number of individuals
participating in fisheries today, I see no way to secure approval of
limited entry by the political process in today's climate. One must
reach this conclusion if one determines the number of current fishermen

who would have to be eliminated from fishing today in order to achieve
the ob!ectives of limited entry. And I am talking about the restricted
definition of the term.

Take halibut fishing, for example. This year, the catch in one
main area is estimated to require six days. How can you eliminate enough
boats and fishermen to stretch the season to at least six months'

Similar problems exist in other fisheries as well. Some believe that the
point system followed by Alaska in its salmon fishery is the way to go.
This would mean the elimination of all late comers in fisheries. This in

turn raises a politica1 problem as the late comers generally outnumber
the old timers. Those who are not now fishing but think they might
generally are opposed to any bar to their participation. Therefore,
political approval is next to impossible.

Another limited entry concept, that of allocating parts of the
overall quota to individuals based upon past performance, has two
faults. First, it reserves the resource to the old. timers and invites
obvious opposition by the more numerous late comers, or prospective
comers. Second, it gives to private individuals something that belongs
to the citizens of the United States collectively. The latter is a
concept that I find difficult to accept. It could lead to divMing our
200-mile zone into small segments and restricting the right to harvest in
each segment to the registered owner or owners. Others would be
excluded. That is a real danger.
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Another limited entry approach, sometimes referred to as the guild
system, would convey the right to fish for a stated percentage of an
allowable quota to certain fishermen who bid the highest sum for the
privilege. The percentage allowable would be in small increments with a
limit on the number of increments any one person could hald in order to
avoid creating a monopoly. The successful holder of a percentage of a
quota could then take his allowable increments at any time during an
overall season. This concept also has many faults. It would eliminate
full-time professional fishermen and replace them with less skilled
part-time individuals. Wa particular skill would be needed if one could
take his time in catching his allotment, nor would it matter what
catching methods were used as long as the fisherman did not exceed his
limit. The cost of fish would be raised to the consumers when those
seeking entry bid up the price beyond what a knowledgeable fisherman
could or would pay based upon his past experience with the economics of
fishing. It also would mean that the price of fish would rise each
season when the newcomers outbid those already in possession of
increments of the quota. It would always ga up; it would rarely ever
come down. Spreading the taking of fish randomly over a long season at
the whim of the harvester would prove to be an enforcement nightmare.

While on the subject of limited entry, I think it appropriate for
me to comment on the attempt in the halibut fishery to obtain a
moratorium on new entries to the industry in 1983. The effort failed for
several reasons. One-third of the halibut fishermen, mostly operators of
small boats, were apposed to the proposal. Fishermen in other fisheries
were also opposed as they feared the precedent that would be set. The
possibility that they might be barred in some way created another
political problem in Washington. The proposed system required
considerable federal supervision, which went against the present
Administration's drive ta get the government off the backs of industry.

What's more, the proposal offered no solution to the basic problem
involved, that of reducing effort in the fleet to rational proportions.
There was also an unresolved issue between the Council and the central
bureaucracy as to whether or not there should be an appeals procedure
available ta fishermen who did not qualify for licenses. The Council was
also divided, with a minority lobbying against the majority proposals
These factors combined to make it easy for the Secretary of Commerce ta
reject the Council's proposal. In the future I do not see a successful
resumption of this effort unless recommendations treat the entire problem
and nat just a part of it. The philosophy of the Administration in
Washington would also have to change to allow for acceptance.

On the subject of fisheries, I hold strong views. The fish in the
United States zone belong ta the citizens of the United States. They are
not the property of fishermen until they are legally taken. The United
States government has an obligation to its citizens to manage the
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country's marine resources for the benefit of all. If it requires more
supervision nationally than is the case now, the government has the
obligation to provide this supervision and the funding necessary for it.
This does not relieve the users from paying a fair share of the cost.
The supervision can certainly be done through the council system,
assuming the people in Washington and the regions can reach a much higher
level of cooperation than is the case now.

In a somewhat murky part of my crystal ball, I see the application
of what is termed in INPFC circles as the principle or concept of
abstention. It has been. applied primarily to foreigners, but I can see
it being applied domestically as our North Pacific fisheries develop
further. That is from the standpoint of domestic participation. 4s used
now, it means when a fi.shery is fully exploited, is under continual
scientific scrutiny, and. harvests are limited, new methods of harvest
will not be permitted unless it can be clearly shown that the new methods
would lower cost to the consumer, promote better conservation, and serve
national interests better than the old method. It would be up to
fisheries management to determine under strict criteria whether or not a
new type of fishing method was superior to the old. Entry could be
permitted on a trial basis pending evaluation of its potential.

With the U.S. fleet consisting of so many styles and sizes, I can
see the possibility in the future of reserving inshore areas for small
vessels and offshore areas for large vessels with separate quotas for
each. That is in appropriate fisheries, of course. There is a need to
protect small coastal communities from pulse fishing by larger more
mobile fleets. I don't mean that s~ll coastal communities should be
allocated all the resources in adjacent areas, but I do mean that their
needs should be given consideration when plans are being made for the
future. There needs to be give and take in this field. It makes
political sense.

Paramount in our thinking about fishery management should first be
the welfare of the resources. I think that was referred to this morning
by one or two speakers. In this regard, it is acceptable, on a very
temporary basis and under special circumstances, to give precedence first
to the needs of the users, even at the temporary expense of the
resource. However, anything beyond a temporary period would be
disastrous to the resource and eventually to the users. I am well aware
of the constant economic needs of fishermen. Hut I am also aware that
many of tomorrow's problems can be averted by restraint today. It is
much easier to prevent a problem from occurring than it is to solve a
problem once it has arisen.

It seems to me that an ideal fisheries management policy needs two
basic elements. The first is a realistic determination in a particular
fishery of the length of time for harvesting that should yield the



greatest return to the nation In terms of quantity of food. Once the
ideal fishing period is determined, all those interested in participating
in the fishery would register In advance. The supervising authority
would then allocate fishing time to those having registered. Fishing
time for an individual participant might be short, depending on the
number of those who registered. This would tend to even out once the
system had been In operation for a trial period of sufficient length.

The Idea has merit from the standpoint of marketing. The public
would be assured of better quality seafood over a longer period of time
than at present. And buyers and processors could stabilize their
handling and marketing of fishery products. It would end the boom and
bust that characterizes many of the fisheries today.

What are chances of such a system today7 I would say nil. Most
would oppose it because It represents a revolutionary change from the
freedom that fishermen now enjoy in entering and leaving most fisheries
at will. As for the distant future, the chances are somewhat better.
True, it represents an impositIon of more bureaucracy. Conditions,
however, will change. You, as fishermen and processors, will change.
When conditions become intolerable, there could be support for such a
radical idea.

In summing up, I would say that the crystal ball Is murky as far
as the North Pacific Is concerned. It is an area which in some respects
Is expanding. The domestic I~dustry is slowly replacing the foreign
industry; however, the transitional period is going to be a difficult
one. Tough and controversial problems are arising, particularly in the
fleet of vessels that are delivering to foreign processors. What happens
when fully domestic units of both fishermen and processors expand their
efforts to the point where it is necessary to cut down on the so-called
joint ventures7 What countries and what fishermen do you eliminate?
What criteria do you use7 This is a toughy. The solution to the problem
is going to be an Interesting development In a subtle form of limited
entry.

Now let me close by saying that I have appreciated the opportunity
to stand on my soap box and air my views. I leave with you an expression
of hope that my subject, "The Past is Prologue," Is not a literal
Indication that the future of fisheries management is going to be a
carbon copy of what has occurred in the past. I certainly hope we can do
betters And in case my fearless forecasting turns out to be wrong, don' t
call me. I' ll call you.


